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mormons
cormons in the press
reactions to the 1901
igol opening of
the japan mission
shinji takagi

on monday august 12
odthe
of the council
1901 heber J grant a member ofthe
121901
of the twelve apostles of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
arrived in tokyo bay aboard the empress ofindia
of india a steamship operated by
afindia
the canadian pacific railway company 1 accompanied by missionaries
horace S ensign louis A kelsch and alma 0 taylor grant intended to
organize in japan the first permanent mission of the church in asia 2 after
133
quartet13
took a steam launch for the grand
passing quarantine this quartets
quartet3
quartet
hotel in the yokohama foreign settlement 4 when the four missionaries
checked in at the elegant hotel which professed to be the largest and
most complete hotel in the far east second to none either in europe or
america 5 they obviously had no conception of the extensive coverage
they would receive in the japanese press
the amount of press coverage given the mormon missionaries during
the next month or so was unprecedented and has not been surpassed in the
odthe
subsequent history ofthe
of the church in japan more than a dozen newspapers
in the capital city of tokyo two nationally influential newspapers in the
dominant commercial city of osaka and no less than twenty major regional
newspapers throughout the country devoted considerable space often on
front pages to articles and editorials reporting or otherwise commenting
on the arrival of this new christian sect with unusual doctrines for a list of
newspapers see the appendix 6 from august 13 the day after the missionaries arrival to september 10
lo not a day went by without something about
mormons
cormons being printed somewhere in japan during this time no less
160 articles editorials and letters appeared in the japanese press the
than igo
of this massive newspaper coverage was reinforced and given greater
orthis
scope ofthis
permanency by articles about the missionaries arrival that were published
in two of the most influential national magazines the chuo koran
koron central
review and the kaiyo
taiyo sun 7
this paper presents a review and analysis of the press coverage of
ofmormon missionaries in japan during the ensuing month the
the arrival of mormon
intention is 1i to show that the press spread knowledge throughout japanese
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churchy and 2 to prothis important event in the history odthe
society of
ofthis
orthis
of the church8
ofthe
vide the historical and social context within which mormon missionary
work began in japan specifically the unusual degree to which mormonism
odthe
was discussed in the japanese press was related to the nature and role ofthe
of the
resident foreign press the competitive nature of the newspaper industry
with its propensity towards sensationalism and most importantly japans
japan s
own internal conflict regarding its social institutions

japan at the turn of the twentieth century
after many years of political difficulties associated with the practice of
plural marriage the saints in the united states had finally received some
relief in part as a result of the manifesto of 189
18900 and the granting of statehood in 1896 perhaps for these and other reasons church leaders could
afford to devote more attention and resources to missionary work outside
the then established missions of the church 9 the leaders must have
noted the spectacular rise of japan to the ranks of the more progressive
nations of the world propelled as it was by the promulgation of a written
constitution in 1889 with guaranteed religious freedom and parliamentary
representation the defeat of china in the sino japanese war of 1894 95
and the subsequent adoption of the gold standard in 1897 01o0 in fact upon
the announcement of his mission call at the april 1901
igol general conference
heber J grant commented on his very positive impression the japanese
are a wonderfully progressive people
of the oriental races they are
some authorities
without doubt the most enterprising and intelligent
say that when it comes to absorbing knowledge they eclipse any people in
yil
5111I
the world today yli
perhaps little appreciated by the church leadership at the time was a
legal development ofmajor
of major significance to prospective mormon missionary
work in japan in 1894 the japanese government agreed to revise the series
of commercial treaties collectively called the ansei treaties that the tokugawa shogunate had signed with eleven western nations in the late 1850s
i85os
and the early 186os
i86os 12 the ansei treaties not only allowed the signatory
countries access to major ports and commercial cities13
cities13 for trading purposes but also gave their nationals the right to be tried in a consular court
according to their own laws in exchange for these extraterritorial privileges however the ansei treaties and the associated domestic statutes limited
foreigners freedom of access in japan in principle foreigners were not
allowed to travel in japan without explicit permission and were required to
live in designated foreign settlements established in the treaty ports and
cities most notably yokohama kobe and tokyo 14 the foreign settlements
were restricted areas in which the japanese government strictly controlled
entrance by japanese and exit by foreigners
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attempts to change the ansei treaties began a few years after the imperial government took over the governance of japan from the tokugawa
ofemperor meiji commenced the
shogunate in 1868 the new government of emperor
seemingly fruitless effort of re negotiating with the foreign powers the terms
of what it had started calling the unequal treaties because of the system of
extraterritoriality enjoyed by the foreigners in japan the revision of the
15
treaties15
fifteen ansei treaties
remained the single most important objective of
japanese foreign policy during the subsequent quarter of a century the end
of extraterritoriality even a modification of it was opposed by the treaty
port communities 16 they generally took a hostile and condescending attitude towards the natives and wanted to maintain their privileges and freedom from japanese law on the other hand the protestant missionaries
were in favor of a modification they were eager to proselyte in the interior
without resorting to subterfuge or fearing harassment from the police 17
the system of extraterritoriality was beset with problems and was not
a sustainable arrangement anyway 18 first in some countries such as the
united states the constitutionality of consular courts was questioned second there was a lack of experienced officers to administer justice third
the appeals process was so costly that many mostly japanese were effecofjustice for example those tried in consular courts had to
tively deprived of justice
file an appeal with a higher court located in foreign countries such as
shanghai britain or saigon france some serious crimes such as murder could not be tried in japan in the first place fourth some countries
did not maintain consuls in japan fifth problems occurred when jurisdictions overlapped as would happen when a case involved a frenchman
and a dutchman for these and other reasons extraterritoriality in japan
188os 19 thus the treaty
was becoming increasingly unworkable by the late i88os
powers were prepared to make concessions in return for commercial
advantages such as access to the japanese market in part to ease the apprehension of the foreign powers the japanese government took a series of
measures to reform its legal system along western lines including its criminal commercial and civil codes
after several failed attempts japan finally secured an agreement in 1894
with the british government that would abolish extraterritoriality in
exchange for allowing foreign merchants to have access to japan outside
the treaty ports and cities with the decisive british agreement in hand the
meiji government succeeded in convincing the other countries to sign similar agreements beginning with the united states in 1895 the revised
treaties came into force for all fifteen treaty powers in the summer of 1899
amid some domestic furor over the prospect of allowing foreigners especially christian missionaries to move freely among the populace 20
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J

grant and his associates arrived in yokohama just two years

after the foreign settlement there had been legally abolished and foreigners
could live and travel in japan as they pleased this is not to say that missionary work could not have been conducted in japan prior to 1899 in fact
several mainstream christian denominations had already been established
in japan and had met with some success 21 however their method of
cormons generally employed mainproselyting was not the kind the mormons
stream churches had established their bases of operation in the foreign settle ments notably in yokohama tokyo and osaka 22 and had reached the
tlements
japanese by building mission schools where religion could be mixed with
secular instruction christianity was also spread by foreign teachers
employed in japanese schools these teachers were given somewhat greater
freedom of movement within the country most of the notable christian
converts of the meiji period were social elites who were influenced by
ryss most prestigious
odthe
the count
christian teachers while studying at some of
country
ofthe
institutions of secondary or higher education given the limited financial
and human resources of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in
half of the nineteenth century however building schools probably
the second halfofthe
would not have been possible for the missionaries in japan

reactions of the english language press
when grant and his associates arrived two years after the segregation
of foreigners had been lifted yokohama possessed a thriving foreign community along the harbor in the original settlement as well as in a newer
settlement upon a hill overlooking the harbor to meet the needs of the
23
foreign community estimated at between 2000
in
number
and
2300
2400
yokohama maintained several foreign language newspapers including
the japan advertiser the japan herald and the japan mail 24 of these the
japan advertiser founded in 1890 was the only notable newspaper under
american management unfortunately because all of these newspapers
had a circulation of at most only several hundred no known copies from
this period exist in any japanese public library thus for information
regarding the foreign press in japan we must rely on newspaper clippings
in elder alma 0 taylor s scrapbook references in his diaries and some
weekly mail editions that have been kept in major libraries overseas 25
the english language press in yokohama reacted immediately to the
arrival of the mormon missionaries by this time the protestant missionaries who were an important component of the foreign community in
yokohama had already been informed by their headquarters that the mormon missionaries would shortly be arriving in japan 26 the elders arrival
on august 12 was reported in the japan advertiser on the following day
cormons would find the native apparel better
with a comment that the mormons
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this rather unkind reaction of the japan advertiser

possibly reflected the fact that the paper was at that time under the editorship of a unitarian missionary arthur M knapp editor 1899 19
02 who
1902
might have traveled on the same ship as the mormon missionaries 28 the
advertisers reaction however may have exaggerated any lack of civility on
the part ofthe
odthe
of the unitarian missionary for elder grant wrote the following in
his journal a few days later
got a letter to the editor of the advertiser mr napp sic and called on
him he received us very kindly and promised us fair treatment at the hands
of his paper he published the address to the japanese people and wrote an
editorial that we need not look for much success in this land but said we
21
would be kindly received by the japanese people 29
1I

the significance of the japan advertiser reaction lies not so much in its mesodthe
of the mormon missage as in the fact that it was the first to report the arrival ofthe
sionaries
sion aries and consequently gave rise to a proliferation of newspaper reports
articles and editorials on mormonism during the following month

at that time both in terms of influence and readership

the japan mail
and the japan herald were much more important in yokohama and elsewhere in japan 30 of the two the japan herald was more hospitable to the
mormons
cormons
Mormons on august 14 grant visited the office of the japan herald and
received a warm reception the editor said that he would like to write a
story about the mormon missionaries and agreed to publish an eight
hundred word official statement that elder grant had prepared As the
editor had promised the next days
day
dars s japan herald carried the entire transcript
unedited of grants address to the great and progressive nation of
japan which in part reads
in company with my associates sent to you from the headquarters of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints in salt lake city utah an apostle
and minister of the most high god 1I salute you and invite you to consider
the important message we bear we do not come to you for the purpose of
trying to deprive you of any truth in which you believe or any light that you
have been privileged to enjoy we bring you greater light more truth and
advanced knowledge which we offer you freely 31

an account of the interview with grant was published on the same

day

august 15 after quoting the thirteen articles of faith in their entirety the
account explained the missionary program of the church in which
some 1600 missionaries worked without remuneration the proper name
cormons being a nickname its belief in the book of
of the church with mormons
mormon the termination of polygamy with president wilford woodruffe
woodruffs
mormons
Mor
mons grant
manifesto and the secular accomplishments of utah cormons
of my interview is very fair indeed
ofmy
wrote in his journal the herald report ofay
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and the next day after its publication 1I called and thanked mr harrison for
it
it32 at that time J H brooke was both the owner and the editor of the
japan herald33
herald33 harrison may well have been his subordinate the elders
cordial relationship with harrison appears to have lasted for a long time as
alma 0 taylor suggested in his journal on february 21902 in the evening
we entertained at supper mr harrison the editor of the japan herald
the japan mail on the other hand was not so hospitable but took a
cormons
Mor mons for example it
consistently hostile position towards the mormons
mormons of believing in polygamy and thereby degrading
accused the cormons
women of coming to japan in the guise of christianity to carry men to
the days of lot and abraham and of being corruptors
ors of morality and
corrupt
enemies of pure happiness it equated plural marriage with concubinage
it belittled the letters to the editor written by grant and it reprinted a
rather lengthy anti mormon article entitled the mormon menace written by a non mormon resident of utah 34 at that time the mail was both
owned and edited by captain FE brinkley a retired british army officer who
was connected somehow with the japanese government 35 As will be
explained more fully below the mails anti mormon stance reflected its
protestant missionary clientele the mails stance may also have been a
reflection of its usual anti american sentiment which was quite strong in
the foreign settlement community at that time 36 on august 17 the mail
called the herald the champion of the mormon mission because of its
cormons
favorable views of the mormons
Mor mons in response that evening the herald
called the mails editor an amateur journalist the mail asserted that
mormons should not be allowed to remain in japan to preach a
the cormons
position echoed by the japanese managed japan times of tokyo in its
august 20 editorial 37
from the vantage point of faraway kobe another large foreign settlement immediately west of osaka some 350 miles southwest of tokyo 38
39
31
chronicle39
the editor of the kobe chronicle
wrote this perspective on the press war
in yokohama
11

the

arrival of a salt lake city apostle with a number of elders has
aroused some attention in japan though it seems to have caused far more stir
among the foreign newspapers than among the japanese who naturally
regard the establishment of one more sect in japan with more or less indifference As was to be expected the missionaries already established in this
country are not pleased at such an encroachment on their preserves and
one ex missionary now conducting a boardinghouse
boarding house in yokohama even
refused to give the mormon missionaries accommodation A yokohama
foreign journal which may be taken as representing the missionaries even
went so far as to advocate that the preaching of these missionaries should be
officially forbidden
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the editor then goes on to criticize the japan times
it is not very surprising perhaps that such intolerance should be advocated by a foreign journal in touch with missionaries already established in
the country but we certainly were surprised to find the japan times published in tokyo and edited by a japanese taking up the same attitude a day or
two later and urging that the teaching of mormon doctrines should be prohibited in this country

mormons will find that their efforts at proselyti
proselyte
predicting that the cormons
bation
sation in japan will be received with stolid indifference the chronicle editor concluded by calling for religious tolerance
that religious intolerance is not one of the innovawe hope
tions from the west which is to be introduced into japan
that the government will not be misled by the efforts of rival propagandists
into a departure from the attitude of tolerance which has been so hon
curable
ourable a feature of the meiji era and in which japan has set such a fine
example to christendom 40

it

is to be hoped

strictly on rational grounds the editor probably an american named
robert young was not fond of christianity 41 thus his opposition to
christianity in general was translated into his fair treatment of the mormon
missionaries who were being ill treated by protestant missionaries
the more substantive problem with the foreign press in yokohama
was the lack of professionalism compounded by the small size of the foreign community itself according to historian james hoare the invective
of the yokohama papers became notorious not only in japan but far outside the country the lack of real news often meant that editors had little
better to fill their papers with than personal attacks on their rivals the
smallness of the foreign communities meant that no such attacks could be
3142
1142
42 moreover the smallness
ignored and so the cycle went on 1342
of the foreign
communities also meant that the newspapers depended heavily on subscri
scribers
bers for operating funds consequently maintaining an impartial view
on issues was difficult and switches in editorial policy even under the
a marked feature ofwhat
of what has been called treaty port
same editor were
journalism 43 the controversy with which the mormon missionaries were
accosted by the yokohama foreign press was a product of treaty port journalism the very type of newspaper controversy the elders were later counseled by the first presidency to avoid 44

reactions in the japanese press
mormons had been met
despite the kobe chronicles
chronicles claim that the cormons
with indifference the elders also received wide though by no means universal coverage in the japanese press likely the japanese press obtained
of
elther the japan advertiser
the news odthe
the arrival from the august 13 issue ofeither
oleither
of either
ofthe
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or the japan herald45
herald45 the jiji shinpo of tokyo quickly responded on
august 14 by noting the arrival the yamato shinjun
shinbun also of tokyo published a similar report the following day at the turn of the twentieth century tokyo had over a dozen competing newspapers among which the
yorozu choho had the largest circulation at close to one hundred thouShin
sand 46 followed by such papers as the hochi shinjun
shinbun
bun the niroku shinpo
shinjun
shinjun
shinjun
Shin
bun 417 the kokumin shinbun
bun the tokyo asahi shinbun
Shin
Shin
bun and
and the chuo shinbun
shinbun were also important with a circulation of only about
the miyako shinjun
ten thousand the jiji shinpo was considered to be a first rate newspaper
and was extremely influential because its readership was concentrated in the
18
business community 48
beginning on august 16 the story of the elders arrival was picked up
by a number of regional newspapers throughout the country probably the
news was obtained from the wire services or from the papers tokyo correspondents who could communicate via telephone or telegraph which
41
had connected most major points of the country by that time 49
the
shinbun and the tohoku
niigata shinjun
tohoru nippo niigata the kobe yushin nippo
shinjun were the first regional papers to report
and the shizuoka minyu
jinyu shinbun
Shin
bun the kyoto hin
shinbun
the news they were followed by the osaka asahi shinjun
shinjun kanazawa on august 17 subseshinjun
ode Shin
shinbun
bun and the hokkoku shinbun
quently
quent ly reports articles and editorials relating to the mormon
missionaries and their message were published extensively in many of the
ornaha okinawa
country s major newspapers including the ryukyu shinpo ofnaha
in tokyo correspondents of the jiji shinpo and the niroku shinpo both
reported accounts of interviews with the mormon missionaries on
august 16 the jiji devoted the top two thirds of page four fig i to an
interview with elder grant held at the grand hotel the interview summarized grants business career and explained the history and beliefs odthe
ofthe
of the
mormons
cormons
Mor mons including their persecution industry and polygamy this intershinbun on august 18 and by the
view was picked up by the kyoto hinode
binode shinjun
dai which published it in two parts on
Sen
kahaku shinpo sendag
influential kahoku
sendal
sendai
august 18 and 20 another interview conducted by a niroku shinpo s
reporter was published in that newspaper in five parts on august 17 18
19
1819
i819
21 and 23 again summarizing the history and beliefs of mormonism the
niroku also published on august 19 a cartoon depicting the four elders fig 2
and more significantly the entire english language text of elder grant s
address to the great and progressive nation of japan with a japanese
translation on august 19 and 20 figs 3a
ab all in all at least fifteen
aa 3b
ofthe
tokyo based newspapers reported in one form or another the arrival odthe
of the
mormon missionaries during the months ofaugust
of august and september 1901
igol 50
fairly extensive commentary including an exposition on church history and doctrines was also found in the kobe yushin nippo august 16
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nokyos jiji
1901 tokyos
161901
i on august 16
ii shinpo devoted almost an entire page to an interview odthe
of the mormon missionaries by its reporter the missionaries portraits accompanied
ofthe
the article left to right top row louis A kelsch heber J grant bottom row horace S
ensign alma 0 taylor all photographs courtesy shinji takagi
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FIG 2

on august 19
tokyos niroku shinpo published a cartoon depicting the four
cigoi nokyos
igoi
191901

mormon missionaries as the mormon bodhisattva buddhist saints with halos and
with a group of prominent japanese gentlemen presumably including hirobumi
hirosumi ito
cormons
wor
Mormons
shipping them in view of the presumed practice of polygamy among the mormons
worshipping
the cartoon was evidently alluding to the practice of concubinage prevalent among the
leading men ofjapan
of japan
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shinjun
shinbun august 17 22 24 27 the osaka asahi shinbun
the yamato shinjun
Mainichi shinjun
shinbun of osaka august 21 23 24 the
august 19 the osaka mainichi
moji shinpo of moji august 22 the kyochu
kuochu nippo of kofu august 24
shinbun september 5 6 and 8 the
Mainichi shinjun
27 28 and the tokyo mainichi
kyochu
Mainichi series
kuochu nippo series was a verbatim copy of the osaka mainichi
except for the osaka asahi article which presented the thirteen articles
of faith see discussion below and discussed in a factual manner the
nature of the book of mormon the proper name of the church the place
of secular pursuits in mormon religious life and the reasons for and practice and termination of polygamy all the rest were anti mormon in tone
for example all but yamato referred to the spaulding theory as a credible
explanation for the origin of the book of mormon other frequently referenced topics included claims about fraudulent banking practices in kirtland the immoral and questionable character of ofjoseph
joseph smith the political
ambition of the church to establish an independent kingdom the founding
of a secret society to protect joseph smiths life the execution of oaths to
demand absolute obedience to authority the mountain meadows massacre
Mainichi tokyo
and other usual fares of anti mormon literature the mainichi
called the mormon religion superstitious dubious unworthy of an educated persons attention and its teachings incompatible with civilization
one religious newspaper gave particularly extensive coverage to the
mormons
cormons
Mormons the kyosaku
kyogaku hochi of kyoto published at least twenty nine articles on mormon themes between august 18 and september 24 founded
by a buddhist priest in 1897 the kyogaku
kyosaku hochi was informally affiliated
with the jodo shinshu
shinsho sect of buddhism 51 significantly it was read not
only by kyotos
krotos citizenry but also by subscribing temples and other religious institutions throughout the country
the newspapers contained translations of mormon terms and texts
that remained in the japanese church vocabulary for years of particular
significance was the august 19 issue of the osaka asahi in which the thirteen articles of faith and the expression latter day saints were translated
words and sentence structure the translation
into japanese in the choice of ofwords
odthe
of faith
ofthe
of the articles offaith
falth is almost identical to the one the church would subsequently adopt indicating the possibility that the church translator goro
12
takahashi consulted the osaka asahi translation 52
the translation of the
phrase latter day saints batsujitsu
Batsujitsu seito is also the same as the one
which was subsequently to be used by the church 533 the osaka asahis
anahis
asahfs
translation of the articles of faith was reprinted in the august 26 issue of
the yamato shinjun
shinbun and the august 29 issue of the ryukyu shinpo in the
shinjun
august 18 issue of the yamato Shin
shinbun
bun the expression book of mormon
was translated as morumon kei the same wording that would be used by
the church for over ninety years
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next to the arrival of the LDS missionaries the most widely reported
of a yokohama boardinghouse keeper an ex protestant
event was the refusal ofa
missionary named staniland to admit them this event was described in
alma 0 taylor s journal entry for august 13 as follows
during this afternoon we had been hunting for a place to board which would
be cheaper than at the hotel and at one place to which brother kelsch
brother grant and brother ensign were directed they found suitable
rooms but when they were about to accept them the landlord said we had
been expecting some mormon preachers from utah the brethren said that
they were the ones and had just arrived the day before on the steamer
empress of india oh said he 1 I cannot take you under any consideration
after talking with him a few moments during which they asked him
if he would not like to hear the other side of mormonism he said that he did
not and would not have anything to do with them or their money so they left
him and sought elsewhere for acomidations 54

language newspapers the
japan mail covered the event on august 16 in a condescending manner by
saying that the paper was given to understand that the mormon elders
who recently arrived in japan are not staying at beverly house no 2
bluff to which the japan herald sharply reacted in its evening edition the
herald accused the tenant of the premises in question for appearing to
glory in his indefensible conduct by reporting the incident to the all too
complaisant mail and concluded that to save trouble to future applicants for rooms advertisements emanating from no 2 bluff should be
worded after this fashion lodging to let but only to persons deemed by
particulars to be had on the
the letter to hold correct opinions
premises at no 2 also at the japan mail office the associated press carried
the news with a commentary that the mormon missionaries had received
characterizes christian workers
a sample of the lack of catholicity which characterises
in the orient and of the sectarian feeling which vitiates their work 55
starting august 19 the boardinghouse incident was picked up by
japanese newspapers in tokyo nagoya osaka kyoto fukuoka moji and
okinawa 56 for some reason the story became distorted by the japanese
press to the effect that staniland had admitted the missionaries but his
wife finding that they were mormons
cormons
Mor mons kicked them out some editorials such
Mainichi tokyo on august 21 and in the jiji
fiji on august 25
as those in the mainichi
capitalized on this version arguing that the sexual immorality of japanese
men was reinforced by the blind obedience of japanese women who
should be more like american women undergirding the reaction of the
mainichi
anti
antiprostitution
Mainichi and other papers to the staniland incident was the prostitution
movement a major social force at that time as well as the conflict in japanese
society over the proper role ofwomen
of women 57

this incident was first reported by the english
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the question of polygamy
the mormon

missionaries representing a religion whose recent history included belief in and practice of polygamy arrived during a time of
national debate over antiprostitution
188os
anti
prostitution and monogamy from the mid i88os
on christians led a movement to abolish the system of licensed prostitution in japan in part responding to a similar movement in leading coun18
tries of the world 58
earlier in 1872 the meiji government had abolished
the system of licensed prostitution that involved slavery by issuing the
antislavery
anti slavery law and the prostitute liberalization law the following year
however yielding to pressure from brothel owners the government
allowed prostitutes to engage in the profession of their own free will and
brothel owners to offer their facilities to such prostitutes 59
anti
prostitution movement regained momentum in 1885 when a
the antiprostitution
josaku zasshi was inaugurated and began camwomen s magazine called jogaku
paigning against licensed prostitution in december 1886 the tokyo women s
temperance union was founded with the broader objective of promoting
the liberalization of women and a charter that included 1i promoting the
establishment of a wholesome association between husband and wife
2 improving the status of women in the family 3 abolishing prostitution and 4 establishing the system of monogamy three years later it
filed a petition with the government stating that the prevalent practice of
concubinage was adultery also in 1890 a move toward consolidation
began local anti
antiprostitution organizations joined together to establish the
prostitution
national anti prostitution league and in 1893 the tokyo womens temperance union absorbed other christian womens
womels organizations throughout the country to become the japan womens christian temperance
anti
union 60 by the late 18gos
prostitution movement was a major
i89os the antiprostitution
national movement and a significant social force 61
mainichi
in this social movement a significant role was played by the Mainichi
of tokyo and the salvation army which had arrived in japan in 1895 the
anti
Mai nichi an prostitution
mainichi
antiprostitution
newspaper set up a daily column in which it
reported the names of prostitutes who left the profession 62 the salvation
army on its part preached against the evils of prostitution in the august i
1900 issue of its magazine toki no koe war cry calling for licensed prostitutes to leave the profession and offering assistance and asylum to those
who did so 63 on august 5 as a group of salvation army volunteers were
walking through the red light districts of tokyo with copies of the magazine they were attacked by mobs hired by brothel owners this incident
was reported in newspapers throughout the country 64
thus the mormon missionaries arrived in japan at a time when
japanese society was debating the evils of its social institutions that subjugated women including licensed prostitution and more broadly the marital
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relationship between husband and wife in this light it is easy to understand why almost all of the editorials on mormon themes published in
japanese newspapers at that time discussed the japanese practice of concubinage in the context of mormon polygamy for example in a two part
front page editorial published august 16 17 the yamato shinbun65 made a
far
fetched suggestion that the people of nobility who frequently pracfarfetched
ticed concubinage should all become mormons
cormons and that the commoners
cormons
be forbidden to become mormons
Mor mons this way the editorial argued the evil
practice of concubinage could be eliminated in japan on august 21 the
shinbun wrote a front page editorial entitled foreign
Mainichi shinjun
tokyo mainichi
mormonism and domestic mormonism arguing that japans
japan s elite society
did not have the moral qualification to reject mormonism and that the
practice of concubinage should be abolished other negative editorials
were even introspective for example on august 24 the kyoto hinode
binode shin
bun published an editorial stating that prohibiting the preaching of mormonism by legal means would be useless unless the system of monogamy
was firmly established first otherwise a type of mormonism would
continue to flourish in japan
cormons had come to
heber J grant fought the perception that the mormons
preach polygamy in his interviews with the japanese press as well as in his
letters to the editors ofthe
odthe
of the japan mail and the japan herald he vehemently
denied any suggestion that the mormon missionaries had come to preach
polygamy referring to the manifesto of 1890 he was not entirely persuasive however for one thing he simultaneously made rather laudatory
remarks about polygamy including the logic behind the mormon practice
of polygamy phrases such as beautiful polygamist families and comments about the social and biological virtues of such practice perhaps
more importantly grant admitted that he himself was a polygamist 66
probably for these and other reasons many newspaper articles continued
cormons still believed in polygamy while fully acknowlto claim that the mormons
edging the official termination of the practice in the manifesto
the image of the church as a polygamist institution lingered for years
in october 1901 kajiko yajima the president of the japan womens temperance union and chiseko seda the president of the tokyo womens
temperance union filed with the home ministry a petition to ban the
cormons still believed
preaching of mormonism on the grounds that the mormons
in polygamy and that there were still polygamists in utah 67 As late as
march 1907 alma 0 taylor then the president of the japan mission felt
compelled to write for the jiji shinpo an article stating there was no fear of
polygamy 1668 likewise E D thomas who succeeded taylor devoted considerable space to the topic of polygamy in an article published in the may 1911
61
issue of the seiko success a monthly magazine 69
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hirobumi
hiroburni ito and the legal prostitution controversy
hirosumi

the mormon

elders carried at least one letter of introduction to
hirobumi
hirosumi ito 1841 1909 perhaps the single most important political
leader of the meiji period and one of the founding fathers of modern
japan 70 the letter was written by angus M cannon the younger brother
of george Q cannon and the manager of the deseret news office during
1867 74 71 cannons association with ito resulted from the visits ito made
to the united states in 1870 as a part of his responsibility at the ministry of
finance to study the monetary system of the united states and in 1872 as a
member of the mission led by prince tomomi iwakura junior prime minister to begin preliminary renegotiations of treaty revision with the treaty
powers and to study their modern institutions 72
one thing elder grant had not been informed of was the fact that
licensed
hirobumi
hirosumi ito was known in japan as a womanizer and an advocate of oflicensed
71
prostitution 73
in 1896 in an interview with the tokyo correspondent of the
london daily news ito stated that he supported licensed prostitution as a
realistic way of controlling vice and protecting the public A summary of this
interview was published in the september issue of the fulin shinpo the
aitos
monthly magazine of the tokyo womens temperance union and itos
71
position on prostitution became widely known in japanese society 74
thus
shinjun called ito a mormon in
the august 24
odthe
of the yonezawa shinbun
1901 issue ofthe
241901
deed and a good representative of mormonism in the orient the
Shin
bun referring to grants letters ofintro
odthe
shinbun
august 27 issue ofthe
of the yamato shinjun
of introduction to ito stated that ito was the overlord of the sexual world and the
supreme ruler of carnal desire the fact that grant had a letter of introduction to ito sent a wrong and unintended signal to the japanese public
apparently elder grant had every intention of meeting ito upon his
arrival in japan his intentions were implied in a short deseret evening
news article under the headline arrive at yokohama apostle grant and
Mi
kados empire the article stated
companions now in the mikades
mikados
president sno
snow received a cablegram today from apostle heber J grant
announcing that he and his companions arrived safely at yokohama last
midnight the cablegram merely stated the fact giving no further particulars
but those who are familiar with his plans say that apostle grant will first call
on the highest government officials including the mikado himself and will
lose no time in getting the work started in japan 75

odthe
of the jiji shinpo
the japanese press was more explicit the august 16 issue ofthe
quoted grant as saying that he would visit ito with letters of introduction
on the same day the shizuoka minyu
shinbun speculated that ito might be
jinyu shinjun
cormons
the first person to be baptized by the mormons
Mormons 76
however elder grant was probably unsuccessful in meeting ito in
of the japan mission
odthe
ofthe
of the journal odthe
tokyo according to the august 21 entry ofthe
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president grant went to tokyo again not having been successful in meeting the parties yesterday for whom he has letters 77 on january 19
1902
191902
alma 0 taylor wrote in his journal another of the japanese students
who visited us was the nephew of marquis ito to whom we have letters of
introduction from brother angus cannon who with his brother
george Q cannon had met the marquis a number of times the fact
that the missionaries still possessed the letters from angus cannon seems
to suggest that as of january 1902 the letters had not yet been given to ito
A more definitive statement comes from the october 19 1909 journal
of
alma
aima 0 taylor
entry ofalma
ofalia
after dinner we were favored with a call from mr akimoto a japanese who
11

A friend of his
has been engaged in beet raising in idaho for a long time
who is a high official in the government told him that when apostle grant
and his companions came to japan marquis now prince ito proposed welcoming officially by public reception the mormon missionaries all buddhist and shinto sects approved the suggestion but the christians
were
unanimous in their opposition and said they could not accept an invitation
to such a reception this manifestation of ill will caused the marquis to withdraw his proposal 78

if this story is true it establishes that ito was willing to

see

grant but for

reasons unknown did not

constitutional and legal questions
another topic frequently treated in the newspapers concerned the limits
to the freedom of religion guaranteed by the meiji constitution chapter 3
article 28 of the constitution reads japanese subjects shall within limits
not prejudicial to peace and order and not antagonistic to their duties as
1171
79
subjects enjoy freedom of religious belief 3071
the key expression is peace
and order which can restrict the exercise of religious freedom many
newspaper articles and editorials used this restriction to argue that the govofmormonism
ernment should prohibit the preaching of
mormonism the first newspaper to take this line of reasoning was the japan mail which argued in its
mormons should be officially forbidden to preach
august 17 issue that the cormons
in japan because their teaching threatened peace and order over subsequent days this position was adopted by japanese newspapers including
shinjun
Mai nichi moji shinpo kyushu shinbun
oku hinode
Shinbun and
chugoku
the Chug
binode osaka mainichi
yonezawa Shin
shinjun
shinbun80
bun 10
shinbun
these arguments may have some validity as a home ministry ordinance stipulated that a religious organization must file an application
before it could be authorized to preach on august 24 the tokyo asahi and
the osaka asahi both under the same management became the first
mormons had not
newspapers to take a look at this issue noting that the cormons
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yet filed an application with the authorities possibly in response to this
asahi report which was picked up by the japan herald in the evening
elder grant decided to go to tokyo on august 27 to consult with the home
ministry about securing a permit to preach and to distribute tracts in
japan 81 he returned again to tokyo on september 2 3 in order to attend
3382
1182
82
to some business with the home department 3182
As elder grant discovered the procedure to secure a permit was quite
simple requiring only that an application be filed with the local authorities
in this case with the kanagawa prefectural government the press closely
followed the actions of the mormon missionaries in this matter between
august 25 and 29 the newspapers frequently made references to the possible
81
decisions of the authorities 83
curiously the only thing which the ito
affiliated tokyo nichinichi
Nichi nichi reported during august was the fact that as of
cormons had not filed an application the tokyo nichinichi
Nichi nichi
august 28 the mormons
may have considered it wise to distance itself from the controversy surrounding the possible relationship between ito and the mormon missionaries
elder grant and his companions continued their attempts to meet the
legal requirements on september 6 they visited the chief of the kanagawa
police department to determine the requirements ofthe
told
odthe
the law the chief
chieftold
of
them he would consult with the governor before informing them of the
odthe
the kyogaku
particulars this incident was noted in the september 10
of
kyosaku
lo issue ofthe
14
hochi 64
in the event on september 17 application was made to the governor to preach the gospel on september 20 the missionaries received a
communication from the governor s office requesting them to reappear
and answer questions regarding their intentions on september 21 when
they called again at the governors office they were told that they did not
have to make such an extensive application as they had done in order to
get permission to preach and establish a mission and that there were some
points which the law required that had not been mentioned in the application 85 these developments were reported in the september 21 issue of the
Nichi nichi the september 23 and 24 issues ofthe
odthe
the kyogaku
of
tokyo nichinichi
kyosaku hochi and
possibly other newspapers as well as the october issue of the nationally
influential chuo koron magazine 86 on october 5 after a few more attempts
117
87
the missionaries completed the bureaucratic formalities 817

the osaka controversy
noted some of the newspaper editorials used the arrival
of the mormon missionaries as an occasion to discuss the contemporary
social issues of japanese society other editorials however took definite
positions for or against the idea of allowing the mormon missionaries to
preach in japan with the japanese press being roughly split between antagonists and defenders the antagonists were led by the influential jiji shinpo
As previously
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which on august 20 argued that mormonism was a perverse religion and
should be banned in japan as in the united states on august 23 the
shinbun likewise argued that mormonism should be banned in
chuo shinjun
cormons had not truthfully given up the practice of
japan as the mormons
odthe
polygamy these articles were followed by the august 27 issue ofthe
of the kyushu
nippo which supported the idea of banning mormonism for being against
811
88
japan s morals 881
there were defenders of mormonism as well on august 21 the day
after the jiji published its devastating editorial the shizuoka minyu
jinyu shin
cormons as a christian sect to preach in
bun defended the right of the mormons
japan saying that the mysterious stories associated with mormonism were
Shin
bun noting the
shinbun
dokuritsu
ritsu shinjun
not unusual in religion on august 25 the Doku
earnestness of the mormon missionaries in traveling thousands of miles to
come to a country with a totally different culture stated that complacent
chunyo
japanese religionists could learn much from mormonism the chukyo
shinpo of august 27 devoted part of its front page to appeal to those who
were advocating the idea of ofbanning
banning mormonism saying that the mormon
missionaries could not be so stupid as to preach the illegal practice of
polygamy it went on to say that what should be feared was not foreign
mormonism but domestic mormonism namely those wealthy japanese
gentlemen who practiced the evil of concubinage
the most spectacular debate took place in the commercial city of
osaka between its nationally influential osaka asahi and the osaka
mainichi
Mainichi which fiercely competed with each other and were often known
to take opposite positions on issues that came up the debate began on
august 20
1901 when the asahi devoted two front page columns to an edi201901
torial entitled mormon missionaries arrive which read in part
mormonism is distinguished by its practice of polygamy although it
professes to uphold christian teachings it is despised by other christians
several years ago the united states government enacted a law to prohibit
polygamy but the practice has not yet disappeared its teachings still
approve polygamy and the state of utah in which the headquarters are
located is a stain in the united states of ofamerica
america now the missionaries of a
religion which is considered perverse feared and despised by the people of
america and europe have come to japan and set out to preach

the writer then went on to say that he objected to mormonism because the
polygamy it promoted could degrade the public morals of japan As
japanese society was just beginning to recognize the evils of concubinage
and public opinion was rising against such practice he continued allowing
a polygamist religion to be preached might rekindle the dying practice
he recognized the constitutional freedom of religion but argued that the
freedom of religion was guaranteed only insofar as religious practice did
not violate the law inasmuch as polygamy was prohibited by law it was
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in japan hence
constitutional to prohibit the preaching ofmormonism
of
Mormonism
he wrote mormonism is a perverse religion that disrupts social ethics and
endangers public peace it is thus appropriate from the standpoint of
national policy to prohibit it today and to cut off the penetration of the
vicious practice before it spreads
Mainichi immediately responded to the editorial on august 21 it
the mainichi
devoted two front page columns to an editorial entitled what in the
world should prevent them after noting the wide coverage the mormon missionaries had received in the western language newspapers in
yokohama and others in tokyo and osaka the editor stated
believe that there is no need to prohibit the preaching of mormonism
inasmuch as it recently made a public declaration that it would
give up polygamy by the order of the US government there should be no
fear that it will dare to break the I1law of the land even in japan moreover
although our ancient custom may allow concubines to be kept it does not
permit the stupid act of having several legal wives how could the teachings
of the mormon sect change it by themselves
1I

the editor then

explained the existence of many religions in japan by
saying it is because the japanese people are broadminded
broad minded and do not
show particular dislike for any of them why should the mormon sect be
the only exception although the editor noted the mormon tactics of
resorting to supernatural phenomena he brushed them away by saying
that mormonism was not different from any other christian buddhist or
shintoist religion in this regard he did not necessarily compliment
mormonism however because he said it was a foolish religion he simply
argued that education and not legal sanction should be used to make sure
that such a religion not be accepted by the ignorant populace As to the
right ofthe
of the mormon missionaries to preach however his position is clear
odthe
constitutionally japan upholds the freedom of religion As long as it is
not prejudicial to public peace any religion is permissible be it buddhism or
christianity among the ignorant public even tenrikyo or renmonkyo is
allowed to exist then what in the world should prevent the coming ofmor
odmor
monism

the impact of this

debate should not be underestimated for at least
three reasons first osaka was and to a lesser extent still is an important
economic center of japan the principal city of the historic kansal region
extending from kyoto to kobe during the pre WWII period the economic might of osaka was unmatched by any city including tokyo in
terms of manufacturing and finance second the osaka asahi and the
nichi
chiwere
mainichiwere
mainichi
national significance their influwere both newspapers of ofnational
osaka mal
Mai
Maini
mdi
ence went beyond the fact that they were both read widely within the
greater kansal region in 1888 the osaka asahi had expanded to the tokyo
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shinjun and changing the name to
mezamashi
mashi shinbun
market by purchasing the Meza
shinbun89
shinjun
bun although in 1901 the osaka mainichi
Mainichi did not
the tokyo asahi Shin
shinbun
have an explicit tokyo presence its management and editorial board
included nationally prominent figures third the osaka newspapers were
the first in japan to assume a modern corporate form of management and
as such quickly expanded their scale of operations aided by their efficient
sales and advertisement departments 90 in 1897 for example the osaka
asahi had begun to subscribe to the reuter wire service in response in
Mainichi appointed kei hara a prominent diplomat and
1897 the osaka mainichi
future prime minister to become the editor in chief and later president
of the company 91 hara used his diplomatic connections to appoint foreign correspondents in various parts of the world at the turn of the twenMainichi
tieth century the asahi
had a readership ofabout
of about 120000 while the mainichi
asahl
asahihad
claimed oooo
io 0000 92
100000
A voice of reason

eitaro okano

one member ofthe
odthe
of the press who was particularly helpful to the mormon
93
journalist93
missionaries cause was eitaro okano a prominent journalist
and the
english language editor of the niroku shinpo the niroku shinpo promoted social justice and as such naturally defended the rights of prostitutes to leave the confinement of forced servitude 94 the niroku also had a
tendency towards sensationalism and quickly gained in readership after it
was restarted in 1900 by the end of 1903 it had the largest circulation in
tokyo with a peak readership of about 150000 people 95
okano first visited the missionaries on august 14
19 01
ol when they were
141901
still at the grand hotel 96 elder taylor s journal entry on that day states
in the evening a japanese editor of the largest japanese newspaper in
japan published at tokyo came from tokyo to interview us it has already
been mentioned that as a result the niroku published a five part article
based on that interview plus the full text of elder grants address to the
people of japan
apparently the relationship between okano and the missionaries
became even more cordial on august 23 elder taylor recorded

we found two representatives from the niroku shimpo
chimpo sic newspaper
published in tokio these gentlemen had called to learn more concerning
they had come to
our doctrines than what they had published already
learn particularly of the difference in doctrine between our faith and the
beliefs of other christians

it was also okano who arranged and assisted elder grants initial meeting
with the home ministry official in charge ofthe
odthe
of the religion bureau 97 it is possible that his association with the missionaries continued for some time
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okanos greatest contribution to mormon proselyting work however
was the editorial98
editorial98 he published on august 22 amid the frenzy caused by
the voices of the influential jiji and osaka asahi calling on august 20 for the
authorities to prohibit the preaching of mormonism okano defended
cormons and encouraged readers to look at positive
the rights of the mormons
ofmormonism he began by reminding readers odthe
aspects of mormonism
of
the muteness
ofthe
finiteness of
human wisdom so that only unlearned people are proud of the low level
of our present civilization and are satisfied with the shallow state of our
present knowledge he then went on to say
it may be that what a majority calls good is evil and what a majority calls
1I am not advocating an unnecessarily skeptic view
1I am
evil is good
mor
only a man who cannot blindly follow the opinion of a majority
mons have come they have come for the first time since the opening of
japan 1I welcome them we must first find out what they believe during
the sixty some years since the establishment of their religion they have withstood extreme opposition and persecution and now claim the membership of
300000 and 1200 teachers they virtually control the entire state of utah
which has come to be called the most prosperous region in the united states
this is a fact in mormonism there must be something that is appealing
four missionaries have come across the vast ocean to enter japan
which has been influenced by the civilization of christian nations odthe
ofthe
of the west
for a long time we must say that they are brave As we hear they are supporting themselves with their own funds their spirits are to be admired I1 cannot bear mistreating them with a bitter face I1 will instead welcome them with
a smile of good will and desire to listen to their doctrines

undoubtedly okanos august 23 visit to the missionaries was a fulfillment
of his own public declaration his was indeed a voice of reason amid the
hysteria of the day

conclusion
from mid august to mid september 1901 at least forty newspapers
throughout the country devoted considerable space to articles and editorials on issues surrounding the arrival of mormon missionaries when we
recognize that there were only about one hundred respectable newspapers
time00 and that the arrival of the mormon missionaries
in japan at that time100
was also covered by two of the leading national magazines 101 we realize
that the extent of the press coverage was massive indeed

to be sure the

extensive press coverage was initially triggered by the
generally hostile resident foreign press which received much of its subscription revenue from the protestant missionary community fuel was
added by the culture of the treaty port newspapers which were managed by
amateur journalists who took delight in petty arguments among themselves
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the resident foreign press was frequently used as a source of foreign news
that time exerted
greater influence than the number of subscribers might have indicated
ofmormon missionaries was quickly
odthe
of the arrival of mormon
the foreign presss
preiss story ofthe
picked up by the japanese press the ensuing fervor with which the subject
of mormonism was treated in the japanese press was undoubtedly related
to the tendency of ofjapanese
japanese newspapers towards sensationalism designed to
outrival their competitors as well as to the sheer curiosity of the japanese
public concerning the mormon practice of polygamy
on a more fundamental level however the zeal with which the arrival
of the mormon missionaries was covered emanated from japanese society s own internal conflict regarding the morality of its own marital and
related social institutions which was a major social issue dividing the
country at the turn of the twentieth century in this respect the reaction of
japanese society to the arrival of the mormon missionaries as reflected in
its press coverage provides a means of understanding the fabric and
dynamics of that society against the dominant sentiment calling the
authorities to ban the preaching of mormonism there were voices of reason and fairness which indicated the increasingly pluralistic nature of
as such the foreign language newspapers in japan at

japanese society
in terms of proselyting work the impact of the extensive press coverage was likely more positive than negative if there was any effect at all for
one thing the japanese public was by then quite tolerant of religious divercormons
sity and probably did not care one way or another what the mormons
believed or practiced hence whatever the negative message the press coverage might have contained it was more than offset by the positive benefit
of mere publicity second responding to this publicity there were some
positive developments for the church such as an offer of speaking opporties for the missionaries and the publication of a major treatise on
tuni
tunities
mormonism entitled morumonkyo to ramakyo mormonism and
lamaism by an influential christian writer named goro takahashi 102
third as another consequence of the publicity the mormon missionaries
received numerous letters and visitors from all over the country although
these visitors did not immediately result in convert baptisms the missionaries did as a result meet in late august with tatsutaro hiroi who agreed
to serve as their translator interpreter and japanese teacher 103 be that as it
may when newness wore off the interest in mormonism waned nonetheless through both newspapers and magazines the press was instrumental
in making sure that the news of the arrival of mormonism in japan penetrated every region and sounded in virtually every ear
0O
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shinji takagi who can be reached by email through BYU studies byu studies
byu edu is a visiting professor of economics at yale university he is currently on leave
byuedu
from his position as professor of economics at the university of osaka in osaka japan
ph D in economics at the university of rochester
ofrochester in 1983 he is the author
he received his phd
nizo and tokujiro the
of over fifty professional publications in economics and of Tor
tomizo
mormons
log an earlier version of this
Mormons BYU studies 39 no 222000
first japanese cormons
2000 73 106
as presented in a monthly seminar held in september 1999 at the joseph field
paper was
ing smith institute for latter day saint history brigham young university he thanks
ronald watt for facilitating access to archived materials in the church archives fam
ily and church history department and the seminar participants and four anonymous
referees for useful comments on an earlier draft

at that time the canadian

pacific fleet
flea consisted of three ships the empress of
india the empress ofjapan
of japan and the empress ofchina
of china and connected vancouver and
vla victoria yokohama kobe nagasaki and shanghai see the newspahong kong via
per advertisement that frequently appeared in those days for example the japan times
august 881901
igol
2 although the church had earlier sent missionaries to such places as china
india and thailand the efforts were short lived and did not result in the establishment
of a permanent mission see minutes of conference deseret evening news september 18
1852 4 for the names of fourteen missionaries sent to asia in 1852
1818524
3 the expression quartet was first used by augusta the plural wife of heber J
grant in a letter addressed to her husband in
m japan see alma 0 taylor journal
1

ngi
naf

december 25 1901 special collections and manuscripts harold B lee library
brigham young university provo utah hereafter cited as BYU archives
4 currently on this location stands the yokohama doll house
5 see the newspaper advertisement that frequently appeared in those days for
example the japan times august 881901
qoi
aoi see also heber J grant A japanese jour
nal comp gordon A madsen august 12
1901 BYU archives
121901
6 see frederick R brady the japanese reaction to mormonism and the translamormon scripture into japanese masters thesis international college sophia
tion of ofmormon
LDS
university 1979 and murray L nichols history of the japan mission of the LDS
church 1901 1924 master s thesis brigham young university 1957 the present study
historical explanaexpands the scope of analysis in these earlier studies and offers a socio
sociohistorical
sociohistoncal
tion for the newspaper coverage of the first mormon missionaries a view first sketched
Matsu
in shinji takagi and william mcintyre
mclntyre nihon matsujitsu
jitsu seito shi 1850 1980 japan
matsukitsu
Shup
shuppan
pan 1996
iatter
latter day saint history 1850 1980 kobe japan beehive schuppan
7 A brief editorial and a brief communication respectively appeared in the september issue dated september i and the october issue dated october 1i of the chuo
koron central review and a two page article by a religious commentator was published in
nihonjin
taiyo sun along with the Nihon
m the september 5 issue of the kaiyo
jin japanese
the chuo koron and the kaiyo
taiyo were considered to be the three leading national magashinjun to zasshi newspazines of the period see taketoshi nishida meiji
meln
mein jidai
fidai no shinbun
shibundo
bundo 1961 262 nothing
pers and magazines of the meiji period tokyo Shi
mormons in the Nihon
however was written on the cormons
nihonjm
nihonjin
jin during the months of august
and september
8 although no hard figure is available it can be reasonably assumed that no less
than half of japan s 44 million people were literate at the beginning of the twentieth
century this conjecture is based on the following two pieces of indirect evidence first
by the end of the tokugawa period japan already had a highly literate society which
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favour ably
with some contemporary european countries practically
compared favourably
every samurai was literate as were the majority of town dwellers with a settled occupation and a good proportion of the farmers of middling status in 1868 somewhat
more than 40 percent ofboys
of boys and about 10
of girls were receiving some kind of
io percent ofgirls
formal education meaning that at least 25 percent of the population were literate see
R P dore education in tokugawa japan berkeley and los angeles university of california press 1965 2 3 254 291 second in 1902 thirty years after a government
directed program of school construction began in 1872 the rate of primary school
draft age males were illiterate
enrollment was go
90 percent and less than 20 percent of draftage
see takenori enoki
chihon schools and factories
aakko to kojo nippon no jinteki shihon
inoki gakko
yorniuri
yomiuri
Shin bunsha 1996 25 27
iuri
luri shinbunsha
human capital in japan tokyo Yorn
odthe
of the church at the turn ofthe
odthe
of the nineteenth century see
9 for a general overview ofthe
she latter day saints salt lake city
james B alien
ailen and glen M leonard the story orthe
allen
of the
ofshe
deseret book 1976 435 65
nineteenth century japanese history see for example
10
lo for a general overview of ofnineteenth
W G beasley the modern history ofjapan
lagan
jagan london weidenfeld and nicolson 1981
of japan
11
igol 9
ii opening of the mission in japan deseret evening news april 661901
12 the earlier treaties signed with the united states the kanagawa treaty negotiated by commodore matthew C perry russia britain and the netherlands during
hakodate shi1854 55 were not commercial treaties and obliged japan only to open Hakodate
moda and nagasaki for the provision of coal water and food to allow consuls to be
stationed and to grant most favored nation status and the right to be tried in a consular
11 as ansei treaties the slight individual
weli
weil
court it should be noted that in these as well
differences in terms that might have existed across treaties were immaterial because the
best terms were to be applied to all countries because of the most favored nation status
clause for this reason they could collectively be treated as a single treaty for all intents
seishi A history of the treaty revijoyaku Kai
kaiseishi
and purposes see shigeru yamamoto josaku
sion tokyo takayama sholn 1943 27 55
Hak odate nagasaki kanagawa niigata and
13 the major ports were shimoda hakodate
kanagawa the comhyogo shimoda was to be closed six months after the opening of ofkanagawa
mercial cities were edo and osaka
14 yokohama was opened in lieu of kanagawa and kobe in lieu of hyogo edo
was renamed tokyo in 1868
odthe
of the treaties were inherited from the tokugawa regime and four addi15 eleven ofthe
tional ones were signed after the meiji restoration
16 james edward hoare
the japanese treaty ports 1868 1899 A study of the
foreign settlements phd thesis university of london 1970 213
17 fearing the reactions of the western diplomatic community the governments
attitude toward the work of christian missionaries in the interior was equivocal for
example local officials would display open opposition which might then be overruled
by the central government moreover the enforcement of restrictions on christian
missionary activities differed in intensity from period to period and from place to place
protestant christianity in japan rutland vt and
see charles W iglehart A century of
ofprotestant
tokyo charles E tuttle 1959
959 60
18 hoare japanese treaty ports 157 59
165 70
59165
19 hoare japanese treaty ports 212
20 of the fifteen treaty powers the revised treaties came into force on july 17
1899 for thirteen of them and on august 4 for the remaining two namely france and
austria for germany the revised treaty came into force on july 17 but the right to a
seishi 621
consular trial was retained until august 3 see yamamoto josaku
kaiseishi
joyaku Kai
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it is estimated that at the turn of the twentieth century there were about
130000 christians in japan against the population of 44000000 including some
54300 roman catholic and 30000 orthodox members see otis cary A history of
54000
christianity in japan roman catholic and greek orthodox missions rutland vt and
tokyo charles E tuttle 1976 355 423 and otis cary A history of christianity in
japan protestant missions rutland vt and tokyo charles E tuttle 1976 296
among the many protestant denominations that had come to japan by far the most
prominent were the congregational presbyterian reformed methodist anglican
21

episcopal and baptist churches which were collectively called the big five see iglehart century ofprotestant
of protestant christianity 80 82
22 with the completion of the railroad between kobe and osaka in 1874 most
merchants in osaka moved to kobe in tokyo foreigners were permitted to live outside the settlement thus it is said that virtually all the residents of the tokyo and
osaka settlements ended up being christian missionaries akio hotta and tadashi
ryuchi no kenkyu
nishiguchi eds osaka kawaguchi Kyo
kyoryuchi
kenryu A study of the osaka
Shup pan 1995 43 55 hoare japanese
kawaguchi settlement kyoto shibunkaku schuppan
shuppan
treaty ports 43 44
shinbun zasshi shi history of western language
23 hachiro ebihara nihon oji shinjun
eido 1934 73
taiseido
newspapers and magazines in japan tokyo Tais
24 the japan herald initially under british management was founded in 1861
ofworld war 1I in september 1914 when the
and continued to exist until the outbreak ofworld
japanese government ordered the paper to close down because its owner then was a
german the japan mail
mali
maii
matwas
was founded in the 1870s
i870s in 1918 it was absorbed by the japan
latwas
shinbun zasshi shi 188 20 81 210 12
times of tokyo see ebihara nihon oji shinjun
25 many daily newspapers printed special weekly mail editions containing a
digest of local news for consumption in foreign countries the british library has
maintained copies ofthese
odthe
and the kobe chronicle the
of these mail editions ofthe
of the japan mali
maii
mail
maliand
malland
mailand
microfilms are maintained by major japanese libraries the relevant newspaper clipbrady the japanese
ofbrady
pings from taylors scrapbook are reproduced in chapter four of
reaction to mormonism see also nichols history of the japan mission both
brady and nichols however erroneously call the japan advertiser the yokohama
advertiser because the latter is how taylor called it
26 the arrival of the mormon missionaries was also anticipated by the japanese
kyosaku hochi july 231901 1i
press see for example morumonshu no nihon fukyo
fueyo kyogaku
which cited an american newspaper for the information
27 As quoted in taylor journal august 13 1901 we do not know what else
was said in the article but taylor thought of it as a beginning of the ill feeling
which we found had been created by the efforts of wicked men who claimed to be
members of christianity
28 As reported in the august 27 issue ofthe
Shin
odthe
bun knapp is reported to
shinbun
of the yamato shinjun
have heard grant say on the ship that he would take a japanese woman as a plural wife
of course this cannot possibly be true calling into question the credibility of the very
story that knapp and grant traveled together across the pacific
odthe
of the japan times
29 grant journal august 12 18 however the august 20 issue ofthe
suggests that the japan advertiser apparently argued against allowing the mormon missionaries
sion aries to preach in japan
30 after the publication of the japan herald and the japan mail ceased however the japan advertiser became a very influential english language newspaper in
shinbun zasshi shi 151 204 hoare japanese treaty
japan ebihara nihon oji shinjun
ports appendix
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according to preston nibley a church historian this address was prepared by
james E talmage see murray L nichols to shinji takagi july 1996 in author s possession
32 grant journal august 12 18
33 J H brooke owned the paper from 1870 to 1902 and edited it from 1893 to 1902
hoare japanese treaty ports 339
igol the mormon
34 mr grants explanation japan mail september 6 1901
controversy japan mail september 71901
35 brinkley was owner and editor from 1881
irrl to 1912
192 hoare japanese treaty
mi
ports 337 the mails rivals accused brinkley of being in japanese pay to which he
subscriptions to the mail
admitted only that the japanese government had a number of ofsubscriptions
according to hoare japanese ports 337 38 the paper did tend to give the japanese
view though it could be critical of the japanese when british interests were concerned
the views expressed in the mail on the mormon missionaries however should not be
taken to reflect the views of the japanese government which at least initially did not
have any position on the matter
36 hoare japanese treaty ports 327
mormons
Mormons
37 japan mail august 17 1901 japan herald august 17 1901 the cormons
japan times august 20
1901 2 the japan times was founded in 1897 by a group of
201901
prominent japanese in tokyo in 1918 it absorbed the financially troubled japan mail
and for a time changed its name to the japan times and mail see ebihara nihon oji
shinjun
shinbun zasshi shi 165 69
38 kobe was opened as a foreign settlement in 1868 some nine years after the
yokohama in 1901
opening of ofyokohama
gol it had about one thousand foreign residents in contrast
goi
shinbun zasshi shi 77 it
to over two thousand in yokohama ebihara nihon oji shinjun
should be noted that these figures exclude chinese residents with chinese included
the population of foreign residents was about five thousand in yokohama and two
thousand in kobe hoare japanese treaty ports 47
39 the kobe chronicle founded by robert young in 1890 was renamed the japan
chronicle later in 1901
igol and remained as one of the most influential foreign language
newspapers in japan throughout the pre WWII period the editorial office later moved
20th
aoth century it had the largest circulation of any
to tokyo it is said that in the early 2oth
english language newspaper in japan followed by the japan herald see ebihara nihon
shinbun zasshi shi 149 203 4
oji shinjun
40 mormon missions kobe chronicle weekly edition august 211901 226
shinbun zasshi shi 204
41 ebihara nihon oji shinjun
42 hoare japanese treaty ports 340
43 hoare japanese treaty ports 339
44 after the fact towards the end of the year the missionaries were told in a letter from the first presidency to avoid newspaper controversy see ronald W walker
strangers in a strange land heber J grant and the opening of the japan mission
journal ofmormon
of mormon history 13 1986 87 29
45 the august 15 issue of the japan herald states that it had a few days ago
chronicled the arrival of ofapostle
apostle heber J grant
46 during the period under investigation the yorozu choho did not publish an
article of its own on the mormon missionaries on august 21 and 22 however it
quoted on its front pages the thrust of the editorials published in the jiji shinpo the
Shin
bun and the Mai
nichi shinjun
shinbun
mainichi
shinbun on mormonism thus
japan times the osaka asahi shinjun
acknowledging the width with which the arrival of the mormon missionaries was
known in japanese society
31
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shinbun hattatsu
hideo ono nihon shinjun
Hattatsu shi development history of japanese
shobo 1982 252 53
newspapers tokyo itsuki chobo
shinjun Hat
tatsu shi 226 40 in 1936 the jiji
hattatsu
48 ono nihon shinbun
ii shinpo was merged
shinjun
nichi Shin
nichinichi
nichimchi
shinbun
with the tokyo Nichi
bun which was then under the ownership of the osaka
shinjun
nichi shinbun
maimchi
mainichi
Mai
mal
i88os providing national and international
49 there were wire
nire services by the late 188os
news to local newspapers tsushinshashi
Kan kokai tsushinsha shi history of news
tsushmshashi kankokai
Kankokai 1958 21 23
services tokyo tsushinshashi kankokai
50 this number includes the english language japan times the kokumin shin
47

shakai shinpo in addition to the twelve japanese language newspapers
bun and the shakal
listed in
m the appendix brady the japanese reaction to mormonism chapter 5 provides without much commentary or analysis a chronological listing of mormon
related articles and editorials in seven tokyo based newspapers it should be cautioned
that bradys translation is less than accurate particularly when fine nuances subtleties
and sarcasms are involved or when meaning must be understood within a particular
social and historical context some translated texts are even outright misinterpretations
nichi editorial of august 21
Mai
mainichi
maimchi
or mis translations for example the important mal
19oi on
211901
pages 130
loo
30 31
Ruikotsu
51 its name was changed to the chugai nippo in january 1902 see ruikotsu
Rui kotsu the man kyoto chugai nipposha
Nip posha 1968 202 5
Rui kotsu ruikotsu
matani ningen ruikotsu
is published three times a week with a circulation ranging
currently the chugai nippo is
between eighty and one hundred thousand it is entirely devoted to reporting news of
religious significance
52 goro takahashi 1856 1935 a nationally recognized christian scholar who was
a member of the joint protestant committee that translated the bible into japanese in
the 187os
i88os befriended the missionaries in late 1901
18os and 188os
igol and offered to write a book
to help the church his book morumonkyo to morumonkyoto mormonism and the
mormons
cormons
heber J
Mor mons was published in august 1902 in this process at the request of
ofheber
grant he translated the articles offaith
of falth
faith and other church tracts his relationship with
matsujitsu
the church however did not last long takagi and mcintyre
jitsu seito
mclntyre nihon Matsu
matsukitsu

shi

57 62

nichi shinjun
mainichi
maimchi
shinbun in
Batsujitsu seito was also used by the tokyo Mai
mal
batsujitsu
its front page three part article published on september 5577 8 during the post world
war 11
II period the same configuration of chinese characters has been pronounced in
the church as Matsu
matsujitsu
jitsu seito
matsukitsu
54 taylor journal august 131901
55 see our elders in japan deseret evening news september 51901 4
yomiuri shinjun
Shin bun the niroku shinpo and the yomiun
tokyo
shinbun all of oftokyo
shinbun
56 the hochi shinjun
kyogaku hochi and
chukyo shinpo nagoya the kyosaku
reported the event on august 19 the chunyo
the osaka asahi on august 21 the kyushu nippo fukuoka and the moji shinpo on
august 22 and the ryukyu shinpo on september 1i
nichi shinjun
shinbun hattatsu
Mai
mainichi
maimchi
shinbun changed its name
Hat tatsu shi 257 the mal
57 ono nihon shinjun
nichi shinjun
maimchi
mainichi
shinbun in 1906
to the tokyo mal
Mai
haisho undo the anti
58 tamio takemura daisho
antiprostitution
prostitution movement tokyo
koronsha
chuo Ko
ronsha 1982 4 5 for instance licensed prostitution was abolished in britain
in 1886
886
haisho undo 2 7
59 takemura daisho
Shakaishi social
baisho no shakaishi
haisho undo 19 21 kaneko yoshimi bacsho
60 takemura daisho
history of prostitution tokyo yuzankaku
yuzankakui98445
1984 45 47
53

the expression
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there were important legal developments as well in february 1900 the
supreme court ruled in a landmark case that a prostitute was not bound by any con61

tract that required her to work to pay off her debt the case involved an indentured
Hakodate Hokkaido
hokkaido by the name of futa sakai who had borrowed
prostitute in hakodate
money from the owner of a brothel and agreed to work for him for thirty months she
however did not like the work and desired to quit although the rulings of both the
district court and the appeal court were against futa the supreme court overruled
stating that although the financial contract was valid the labor contract was void as it
violated the prostitute liberalization 1Ilaw of 1872 on october 221900
1900 in response to
the supreme court ruling the ministry of
ofhome
home affairs established a formal procedure
stipulating that i no one under the age of eighteen could be a prostitute 2 one must
be registered at the police to be a prostitute 3 cancellation odthe
the registration could be
of
ofthe
done either in writing or verbally and 4 the cancellation could not be challenged by
daisho undo 22 23 yoshimi bacsho
kaishi 103 4
baisho no Sha
shakaishi
anyone takemura haisho
kaishi 93
shakaishi
62 yoshimi bacsho
baisho no Sha
daisho undo 21 24 joroshu
63 takemura haisho
Jor oshu ni yoseru fumi A letter addressed
to prostitutes toki no koe august i 1900 1i
nichi august 7 and the
mainichi
maimchi
Mai
64 the newspapers included the jiji august 6 the mal
haisho undo 24 yoshimi bacsho
tokyo asahi august 8 takemura daisho
Shakaishi
baisho no shakaishi
101
10
loi 2
102
shinbun was generally believed to be a nationalistic paper
65 the yamato shinjun
shinbun to zasshi 238 40
nishida meiji jidai
fidai no shinjun
66 an interesting sidelight in this context is that the mormon quartet included
not just one but two polygamists despite grants claim made in the august 16 issue of
the lihi
fiji
jiji shinpo that the other two married elders were monogamists louis kelsch too
was in fact a polygamist kelsch born in 1856 in bavaria germany was raised as a
catholic emigrated to nebraska in 1866 at the age often and joined the church while
visiting salt lake city in 1876 he served missions for the church in several areas
including the southern states the northwestern states the eastern states england
and germany when he was called to japan he was the president of the northern states
mission it was while he was serving in that capacity that he was asked by lorenzo snow
to live the law of plural marriage and with the permission of his first wife rosalia
atwood he married mary lyerla dorothy K zitting and barbara 0 kelsch the life
story of ofludwig
neisch 1856 1917
nelsch
keisch
ludwig koelsch louis A kelsch
7917 salt lake city by the family 47
kyogaku hochi october io
67 kyosaku
igol the whole text of the petition was reprinted
1901
101901
in the october 25 issue
68 tipi
jiji
jin shinpo march 291907 8
69 see E D thomas netsuretsunaru morumonkyo no kyon the ardent docofmormonism
ofmormomsm seiko 20 may 1911 585 92
Mormonism
trines of
hirosumi ito was born in the choshu domain now yamaguchi prefecture and
70 hirobumi
was sent clandestinely by the choshu clan one of the major forces opposing the tokugawa shogunate to study in england following the meiji restoration he was appointed
to various government positions including junior councilor in charge of offoreign
foreign affairs
director ofthe
odthe
public works and minis
of the tax division vice minister and then minister of ofpublic
minister of home affairs before becoming the first prime minister under the modem
modern cabinet
system in 1885 he would again serve as prime minister three more times finally resigning
from the position in june 1901
gol shortly before the mormon missionaries arrived in 1906
goi
ito became the first japanese resident general in korea and in 1907
907 he forced the korean
emperor to abdicate and established a full japanese protectorate over korea that paved
the way for eventual annexation following his resignation as resident general in
gog he
m 1909
was assassinated in harbin manchuria by a korean nationalist
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ito was largely responsible for establishing modern political institutions in japan
most notably the constitution of the empire of japan the so called meiji consti1889 he also helped draft the peerage
tution which was promulgated on february 11
111889
act of july 1884 in which five hereditary titles for the nobility were established on the
basis of the european system namely prince ko shaku marquis ko shaku with a differhaku shaku viscount shishaku and baron danshaku
dan shaku
ent character for ko count hakushaku
in this system individuals with nonaristocratic backgrounds could be awarded hereditary titles for distinguished service to the nation ito himself who was of the low rank
ing samurai background was appointed count in 1884 was promoted to the rank of
marquis in 1895 and eventually rose to the highest rank of prince in 1907
71 angus munn cannon was born in liverpool england on may 171834 he was
the business manager and later director and vice president of the deseret news in the
church he presided over the salt lake stake from 1876
876 to 1904 when the stake was
divided into the salt lake liberty pioneer and ensign stakes he was then called as the
odthe
the new salt lake stake and served in that capacity until his death on june 7
patriarch ofthe
of
angus M cannon pioneer president patriarch in
1915 see donald Q cannon
mormons
nineteenth
eteen th century cormons
Mormons ed donald Q cannon
supporting saints life stories of
offineteen
offin
and david J whittaker provo utah religious studies center brigham young univer
sity 1985 369 401 and andrew jenson latter day saint biographical encyclopedia
versity
A compilation of ofbiographical
biographical sketches ofprominent
of prominent men and women in the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 4 vols salt lake city andrew jenson history
95
1901 36 1292
129295
72 on the very first leg of its journey through the united states and several european countries the iwakura mission became stranded by snow and stayed in salt lake
city from february 4 1872 to february 21 1872 charles lanman the japanese in
america new york university publishing 1872 8 23 24
in the april 661901
19oi issue of the deseret evening news we find the following statement of angus M cannon
have known count sic ito now prime minister ito for a good many
years I1 met him first in the spring of 1871 sic at ogden and traveled with
him over the union pacific as far as omaha
the conductor knew me and
count sic ito on learning that there was a newspaper man on the train
expressed a desire to see him 1I was introduced to him by the conductor and
we soon found ourselves in an interesting conversation
1I

was a bright earnest and interesting character who absorbed information as a sponge does water his people and their advancement seemed to
be his particular pride and ambition

he

exhibited a lively interest in the mormon people the origin of
their faith and the struggles through which they had passed he asked me for
a detailed statement of their history 1I gave it to him and he listened most
attentively during the two days and a half that we were fellow travellers
trav ellers and
expressed a desire to learn more ofthem
of them after we separated 1I wrote home to
efthem
to forward him a full list of
my brother president george Q cannon
ofmormonism
books containing the principles of mormonism

he

heard nothing further of count sic ito until 1I think in 1873 sic
when I1 met him again this time in salt lake city I1 recognized him at once
and his recognition of me was just as prompt with him were a number of
japanese gentlemen and one of our own officials from washington the
marvellee at the familiarity that ito showed concerning our faith and
latter marvelled
1I
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people adding that his knowledge seemed much more extensive in this par
nicular than that of most americans ito had now been promoted to the positicular
ofpublic works a very important office in japan
tion of head of the board of public
1I met him a third time in ogden later he was then homeward bound from
washington having been entrusted with important dispatches to the
emperor
he gave me the most urgent kind of an invitation to visit him in
his own home should I1 ever have occasion to go to japan
opening of a
mission in japan deseret evening news april 661901
1901 9

yoshimi bacsho
Shakaishi 52
baisho no shakaishi
a saying of marquis ito
74 ito ko no da
73

daa

fulin shinpo

1896
30 31
189630
evening news august 131901
13 1901
igol
75 quoted in deseret eveningnews

2

20

september

15

mikado is an english word

for the japanese emperor
76 some newspapers such as the august 17 issue of the tokyo asahi had the heading
A mormon elder shakes hands with marquis ito it should be noted however that
the japanese verb shake in its infinitive form as it typically appears in a newspaper
heading may indicate a future intention not necessarily an accomplished fact
77 elder grant was in tokyo on august 20 august 21 august 27 september 2
and september 3 if it took place at all the meeting between grant and ito could not
have been held much later from september 6 to september 15 grant made a tour of
suruga bay kanae
awa toyama naoetsu
Nao etsu and
kanazawa
kana7
japan travelling through lake biwa saruga
wa on aitos
izawa
karul
Karu
karuizawa
itos part he left for the united states on september 18 to meet president theodore roosevelt who had just assumed office at the death of president
william mckinley jr and to receive an honorary doctorate from yale university in its
bicentennial commemoration on october 23 he then made a tour of europe and did
not return to japan until february of the following year see minoru toyoda shodai
son
vols tokyo kodansha
sorl
sori ito hirobumi
Kod ansha
hirosumi ito the first prime minister 2 VOIS
hirosumi hirobumi
1987 2256 64
As to the whereabouts of ito in august although he was spending his summer in
the northern japan sea coast he was in his villa in oiso on the pacific coast on august 8
Nichinichi shin
and august 25 according to the daily reports published in the tokyo nichinichi
bun which was controlled by the ruling choshu faction of the government with ito at
the top this means that ito was in tokyo at least twice during august 8 25 but as
grant was not successful in meeting the people he had the letters of introduction to on
august 21 the only possible day on which he could have seen ito was august 22 if the
shinbun to zasshi 167
meeting took place at all nishida meiji jidai
fidai no shinjun
78 the man akimoto must be masanori akimoto a member of the 1894 entering
class at keio gijuku
gij uku an elite private academy in tokyo who was the manager of
dij
japanese laborers at the LDS church owned utah idaho sugar company see eric
walz to shinji takagi december 11
1998 in author s possession keio gijuku began its
111998
college division in 1890 with fifty nine students in literature economics and law
offering three years of instruction it is not surprising at all that a person of that backfukuzawa
awa kenkyu
fuku7
ground knew some prominent government figures fukue
kenryu center keio
gijuku nyushacho registration book of entering students at keio gijuku tokyo
kelo
keio
kelc gijuku 1986 4345 and keio gijuku keio gijuku hyakunenshi centennial hiskeic
vols tokyo keio gijuku 1960 252 particularly in idaho the
Giju ku 3 VOIs
tory of keio gijuku
utah idaho sugar company employed immigrant workers including japanese
because thinning beets to create living space was stoop labor which most ameriri
A
can farmers would not perform leonard J arrington beet sugar in the west A history
washington press
odthe
of the utah idaho sugar company 1891 1966 seattle university of ofwashington
ofthe

arl

1966
23 71 73
19661371
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encyclope
of japan 1889 in japan an illustrated En
cyclope
79 constitution of the empire ofjapan
vols tokyo kodansha
dia 2 VOIS
Kodansha 19931232
1993 i 232 35
80 the dates on which these newspapers picked up this position were august 20
chi august 21 for moji shinpo august 22 for
maimchi
mainichi
nichi
for chugoku
rhi
Chug oku hinode
binode and osaka Mai
Maim
malm
mal

i

shinbun
kyushu shinjun
Shin
bun and august 23 for yonezawa shinjun
shinbun
81 japan mission historical records and minutes august 27
gol archives divigoi
271901
slon historical department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
sion

city
japan mission historical records and minutes september 2 331901
gol
goi
901
odthe
of the newspapers dealing with this issue were the kobe yushin the kyochu
83 some ofthe
kuochu
nichi the yamanashi Nichi
nichi the binode
nichimchi
nichinichi
nichinichi
hinode and the
nippo the kyushu Nichi
yonezawa shinbun
shinjun
84 taylor journal september 661901
igol
19m grant journal september 661901
85 taylor journal september 20 21
igol japan mission historical records and
211901
minutes september 17 20 21
1901
211901
86 monthly communications chuo koron 16 october 1901 70 the dates of
the missionaries actions were inaccurately reported by the press
87 taylor journal october 51901
88 among the national magazines the article published in the september 5 issue
mormons to preach in japan while the edito
taiyo argued against allowing the cormons
of the kaiyo
rial in the september issue of the chuo koron supported the prerogative of the mor
mons to do so saying that there were some shinto and buddhist sects that should be
banned first the editorial then went on to say that compared with the dubious char
mom
gakujin
acter of these sects mormonism was even respectable gakujm
gakuji tatsuyama moru
monshu kitaru mormonism has come
honshu
kaiyo 7 september 5 1901 57 58
taiyo
morumonshu mormonism chuo koron 16 september igol
1901 64
shinjun to zasshi 157 hideo ono shinjun
shinbun no rekisha
rekishi
fidai no shinbun
89 nishida meiji jidai
Shup
of newspapers enlarged ed tokyo tokyodo schuppan
shuppan
pan 1970 50 the sepahistory ofnewspapers
shinbun became the common name
rate names were kept until 1940 when the asahi shinjun
for both asahi papers
go
90 the process towards a corporate form of management was completed when
chi and 1919
nichi
they legally became joint stock companies in 1918 in the case of the Mai
maimchi
mainichi
Maim
malm
mulm
mal
the asahi
asahl
ashi
ashl
hirobumi
91 in 1900 hara left the company to join the political party founded by hirosumi
of three prime ministers including ito and as prime
ito he later served in the cabinets ofthree
minister from 1918 to 1921 when he was assassinated
tokyo were called the
92 at that time the osaka asahi and the yorozu choho of oftokyo
two giants representing western and eastern japan respectively each claiming about
shinjun
kishi 66 67 76 and ono nihon shinbun
Re
rekishi
shinbun no rekisha
120000 subscribers see ono shinjun
Hattatsu shi 316
hattatsu
93 okano was one of three leading english language reporters nishida meiji
jidai
shinbun to zasshi 240 one of the other two was eigo fukai of the kokumin
fidai no shinjun
shinjun
bun who later became governor odthe
Shin
shinbun
of the bank ofjapan
of japan according to the calling card
ofthe
pasted in alma 0 taylor s scrapbook okano had apparently been educated in the
B and a doctorate in public speech
LL B a littb
littatB
united states with an LLB
Lit
litt
jidai no shinjun
shinbun to zasshi 241
meli fidai
94 nishida meiji
shinjun to zasshi 176 237 ono shinjun
Re
kishi
shinbun no rekisha
rekishi
fidai no shinbun
95 nishida meiji jidai
64 65 the niroku shinpo was originally founded in 1893 but went out of circulation in
m 1900 and began to compete with the yorozu choho for the
1895 it was started again in
same type of readers by 1903 it surpassed the yorozu choho in
m the number of readers
82
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church archives it also shows that on the
previous day the missionaries had met another reporter rihei onishi of the jiji shinpo
97 grant journal september 31901
98 in principle japanese newspaper editorials are unsigned
cormons
Mormons however was made fun of
99 okanos generous attitude toward the mormons
by the author of the article published in kaiyo
taiyo 7 september 551901
1901 57 58
100
loo at the end of 1896 there were eighty seven respectable newspapers in japan
shinjun to
outside of tokyo osaka kyoto and okinawa nishida meiji jidai
fidai no shinbun
96

zasshi

1901 24

251

101
lol
iol
loi

taiyo
the two magazines were the chuo koron and the kaiyo

goro takahashi morumonkyo to ramakyo mormonism and lamaism
kaiyo
2251901
taiyo 7 october 551901
cigoi for an offer of a
5 igoi
1901 21 25 see taylor journal august 25
speaking engagement in a large public hall in tokyo on goro takahashis
Takahash
is involvement
with the church see note 52
of the visof a majority odthe
ofthe
181901
1901 taylor spoke ofa
103 in his journal entry on august 18
itors the missionaries received as fraudulent and absolutely devoid of desire to assist
us while the expressions of friendship came from their pockets rather than their
of the japan mission 17 19 and takagi and mclntyre
hearts see nichols history odthe
ofthe
mcintyre
nihon matsujitsu
Matsujitsu seito shi 53 65
matsukitsu
102
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A
appendix
ppendix
CF

A partial list of 1901 japanese newspapers and magazines

cormons
Mormons
that discussed the mormons

with their depositories
Deposit ories
repositories

tokyo newspapers
Shin
bun national diet library tokyo
chuo shinjun
shinbun
shinjun
Shin bun national diet library tokyo
Doku
dokuritsu
ritsu shinbun
shinjun
bun national diet library tokyo
hochi Shin
shinbun
japan times national diet library tokyo
jiji shinpo national diet library tokyo
shinjun
nichi Shin
Mai
mainichi
shinbun
bun national diet library tokyo
shinjun
shinbun
bun national diet library tokyo
miyako Shin
niroku shinpo national diet library tokyo
Shin
shinbun
bun national diet library tokyo
tokyo asahi
asahl shinjun
tokyo Nichi
Shin
nichi shinjun
nichinichi
shinbun
bun national diet library tokyo
yamato Shin
shinjun
shinbun
bun national diet library tokyo
yomiuri shinjun
Shin
bun national diet library tokyo
shinbun
yorozu choho national diet library tokyo

osaka newspapers
Shin
shinbun
bun osaka university library osaka
osaka asahi shinjun
Shin
shinbun
bun osaka university library osaka
Mainichi shinjun
osaka mainichi

regional newspapers
oku national diet library tokyo
Chug
chugoku
chunyo shinpo national diet library tokyo
chukyo
bun national diet library tokyo
Shin
hokkoku shinjun
shinbun
kahoku
kahaku shinpo kahoku
kahaku Shin
posha sendal
shinposha
kobe yushin nippo kobe municipal library kobe
kyochu
ayochu
kuochu nippo yamanashi prefectural library kofu
kyogaku hochi ryukoku university library kyoto
kyosaku
Shin
binode shinjun
shinbun
bun national diet library tokyo
kyoto hinode
Shin bun kumamoto prefectural library kumamoto
Nichi nichi shinjun
shinbun
kyushu nichinichi
kyushu nippo fukuoka municipal library fukuoka
Shin
shinbun
bun kumamoto prefectural library kumamoto
kyushu shinjun
moji shinpo kitakyushu municipal library kitakyushu
Shin
shinbun
bun niigata prefectural library niigata
niigata shinjun
ryukyu shinpo okinawa prefectural library naha
Shin
Mainichi shinjun
shinbun
bun matsumoto municipal library matsumoto
shinano mainichi
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shinjun
Shin bun national diet library tokyo
shizuoka minyu
jinyu shinbun
tohoku nippo niigata prefectural library niigata
tohoru
yamanashi nichinichi
Shin
Nichinichi shinjun
shinbun
bun yamanashi prefectural library kofu
yonezawa shinjun
Shin
bun yamagata prefectural library yamagata
shinbun
magazines
chuo koron
karon monthly national diet library tokyo
kaiyo
taiyo monthly national diet library tokyo
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